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"... Mark Tatulli's Lio isn't just a charmingly macabre strip about a creepy little boy who dabbles in

the occult; it's also a daily demonstration of how a skilled artist can express sometimes complicated

comedic ideas without any dialogue. . . ."â€” A.V.Â Club, The OnionLio is a small boy with a

penchant for befriending squids, monsters, and aliens. He's a curious scientist, a comic-book fan,

defender of the defenseless, and creator of an army of zombie bunnies. All without saying a word.

Zombies Need Love Too is Lio's fifth book with AMP.
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As I said in a review for another one of the seriesThe comic LIO can best be described as Calvin

and Hobbs meets the Far Side. The comics are for the most part hilarious, but every once and a

while there is a little hidden message pertaining to things like treatment of animals or nature. I LOVE

IT

This should be required viewing for anyone going into media art! In addition to being hysterically

funny, the humor is original yet reminiscence of a contorted take on life much as the Addams family.

Great for all ages. Very Sciencey geeky girls will appreciate this as well.

What's not to love about Lio and the warped sense of humor from Mark Tatulli. I subscribe to the

daily Lio cartoon and always enjoy his take on ordinary daily life but with a twist if it involves Lio.



Cybil the cat is crazy and dangerous. The squid who is his friend is quite sweet and lovable. This is

my favorite comic and I can't understand why the Seattle Times or Everett Herald don't have it in

their daily comics. Thank goodness it is free online.

I love Lio books. They are just the right amount of twisted. A lot like Charles Addams books of days

gone by. I really enjoyed the story line involving memories of his mother. They brought a tear to my

eye....

With the interest in zombie fiction, e.g. THE WALKING DEAD and talk of a possible zombie

apocalypse (did you hear about the guy who ate a homeless man's face or the man who cut out his

own guts and threw them at police?), it only makes sense that Mark Tatulli would use zombies in the

title and on the cover of his latest collection of "Lio" comic strips. ZOMBIES NEED LOVE TOO

features "Lio" comic strips that ran from June 27, 2009 - April 4, 2010. Some of the strips I liked best

in this collection were the ones when Lio's cousin Bubbles came to visit. I also enjoyed the

continuing development of Lio's father, particularly the pranks he plays on Lio and the fun-loving

relationship they share. LIO is a great comic. It's not a typical comic, but that's what makes it so

enduring. Plus, you get zombies, too.

I've purchased all the "Lio" books so far, and this one didn't disappoint! There are lots of clever

strips, a few laugh-out-loud moments, and only one or two clunkers. Frankly, I don't know how he

thinks up all this new material, but I'm glad he does (so is my younger daughter, also an avid "Lio"

reader). I highly recommend this book to any person who enjoys comic strips and/or whoever

misses "Calvin & Hobbes."

My son still loves Lio books. He read through this one right after he got it, and he loved it. He'll keep

it in his library to reread with all the others. He never gets tired of Lio.

Lio is a nicely weird kid...reminds me a bit of myself at that age.This is a great book for the boys and

men with a strange sense of humor...worth twice the price.
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